Parent Handbook
21-22 School Year



Security Key for door padlock: Will be provided at Parent Orientation.

The 21-22 Treehouse Team
Desiraé Ritz: CEO, Director and Founder (read bio here)
Email: desirae@thetreehousenurseryandpreschool.org

Sydney Steiner: Head Teacher, Program Director (read bio here)
Email: sydney@thetreehousenurseryandpreschool.org
[ contact for: curriculum, classroom questions/concerns, behavioral concerns ]
Katherine Hales: Afternoon Lead Teacher (read bio here)
Email: katherine@thetreehousenurseryandpreschool.org
Jenna Radomski: Co-Teacher (read bio here)
Bethany Gobble: Oﬃce Manager (read bio here)
Phone Number (call or text): 503-278-5613
Email: beth@thetreehousenurseryandpreschool.org
[ contact for: enrollment, tuition/billing, forms, contact updates, contracts, scheduling, immunizations ]
Darlene Marks: CFO & Bookkeeper (read bio here)

Sign Up for Flash Alerts: stay informed about inclement weather and emergency closures
To sign up for the alerts see HERE.

Social Media
You can “like” us on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/TheTreehouseaforestgardenschool
Follow us on Instagram at: @thetreehouseforestgardenschool

Google Calendar and Photos
The Treehouse is now utilizing Google for our Parent Calendar and for sharing school photos. Once the
school year begins you will receive invitations via email with instructions on how to access both
platforms. If your family is enrolling mid year you will then receive the invitations after your child’s
enrollment has been solidiﬁed.
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21-22 Calendar of Festivals and Events
We love to celebrate at The Treehouse! Please mark your calendars for the following events:
**All family festivals are subject to county mandates for social gatherings at that time.**
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Friday, October 29th: Costume Party | 9-10am
Tuesday, November 9th: Lantern Walk around Treehouse Neighborhood | 4:30pm
Saturday, December 11th: Celebration of Light and Potluck Dinner | 4:30-6pm
Monday, February 14th: Valentine’s Day Party | 9-10am
Saturday, April 23rd: Spring Festival and Potluck Brunch | 10:30am-12pm
Monday, May 2nd - Friday, May 6th: Teacher Appreciation Week
Friday, May 6th: Mother’s Day Breakfast | 9-10am
Saturday, June 11th: Preschool Graduation | 4:30-6pm
Friday, June 17th: Father’s Day Breakfast (during Summer Camps) | 9-10am

Important Dates
Please mark your calendars for the following important dates:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Monday, October 4th: First day of 21-22 school year for 2-5 Class
Monday, January 3rd: First day of 21-22 school year for Infant Class
Friday, November 12th: Parent Teacher Conferences
Monday, February 7th: Parent Teacher Conferences
Monday, April 18th: Parent Teacher Conferences
Friday, June 17th 2021: Last day of 2021-2022 school year
2022 Summer Camps: TBA early Spring of 2022
22-23 School Year Dates: TBA Spring of 2022

21-22 School Closures
Please mark your calendars for the following school CLOSURES:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Monday, September 27th - Friday, October 1st: Teacher Training & Preparation Week
Thursday, November 11th: Veteran’s Day
Friday, November 12th: Parent Teacher Conferences & In-service day for teachers
Wednesday, November 24th - Friday, November 26th: Thanksgiving Break
Monday, December 20th - Friday, December 31st: Winter Break
Monday, January 17th: Martin Luther King Jr.
Monday, February 7th: Parent Teacher Conferences & In-service day for teachers
Monday, February 21st: President’s Day
Monday, March 21st - Friday, March 25th: Spring Break
Monday, April 18th: Parent Teacher Conferences & In-service day for teachers
Monday, May 30th: Memorial Day
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Our Philosophy
Waldorf Inspired
Developed by Rudolf Steiner in 1919, Waldorf Education is based on a profound understanding of
human development that addresses the needs of the growing child. Waldorf teachers strive to transform
education into an art that educates the whole child - the heart and the hands, as well as the head.
The Treehouse is inspired by Waldorf teachings. You will see this with our oral storytelling, daily songs,
verses and blessings, our homelike environment, natural toys and our engagement in domestic, practical
and artistic activities that the children can readily imitate such as baking, painting, gardening and
handicrafts. Our curriculum is also child-led.
Child Led Curriculum
Children are motivated by what inspires them. Once inspired, the children are blank slates begging to
soak up any knowledge that comes their way. As The Treehouse wants to help nourish life long learners,
the teachers tap into the students’ inspirations. The students invite the teachers to use their teaching
ability to excite them and continue to intrigue their interest. The Treehouse uses a wide variety of
mediums for diverse learning styles. These mediums such as books, puzzles, science experiments,
writing, art, songs, and dramatic play, give children the opportunity to broaden their understanding.
Through careful observation, the teachers lead the curriculum fluidly ensuring an enriching environment
as the children’s interests evolve.
We have a “theme based” or “child-led” curriculum. We listen to the students' interests and evolve our
themes from this. Themes last about 1-2 months depending on the topic and continued interest.
Where are the Themes showcased?
❖ The books we have in the school are evolving with our focus.
❖ The songs we sing in circle time change in relation to both seasons and our themes.
❖ The oral story changes bi-weekly, and is either hand written by a teacher, or picked out
specifically because of the childrens’ current conversations, or a seasonal focus.
❖ Since nature is a deep love, and an avenue to teach at The Treehouse, you will see different
lessons being taught based on the seasons, current weather, seeds we are planting, food we are
harvesting, and goodies we are baking.
Learning Through Art
Our art curriculum provides child-centered activities that are developmentally appropriate to inspire in
them the desire to create for the rest of their lives.
❖ For very young children, making art is a sensory exploration activity.
➢ We encourage children to explore open-ended materials such as paint, crayons, finger
paint, collage, printmaking, and clay.
❖ Children need time to practice and develop skills with materials.
➢ By focusing on processes instead of products, we give children the time and space to
control the materials and the mediums presented. Squeezing “flubber”, dripping food
coloring into water, or using hands, arms and feet to apply paint to paper don’t always
result in a piece to hang on the wall; however, in the process of creating, something
beautiful has happened.
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If adults can step out of the way, children will teach themselves. Our child-centered art helps children
develop their cognitive, social and motor abilities.
Learning Through Creation
We naturally ebb and flow throughout the seasons. Creation is always changing– it is birthing, growing,
flourishing and then dying back just so it can live again. We create an environment that is earth based so
attention is constantly brought back to creation as a learning process. God has surrounded us with
beauty and given us the responsibility of caring for his creation, including the earth, so we want to
recognize and thank him for that precious gift.
We are out in the garden as much as possible where we learn from the changing elements. The children
experience the joy of planting, harvesting, preserving, dehydrating, and making much of our food from
scratch.
Our goal at The Treehouse in being an “earth-based” program also comes out in our Circle Time songs
and Story Time themes as they change with the seasons. Such songs and themes help generate
foundational language skills and help build a foundation for knowledge of what is happening in the earth
we are a part of. The children’s verbal skills and oral retention is nurtured through the repetition of both
our songs and oral storytelling on a daily basis
Learning Through Play
"If young children have been able to give up their whole beings to the world around them in their play, in
later life they will be able to devote themselves with confidence and power to the service of the world."
-Rudolf Steiner
Their capacity for creative thinking is developed through imaginative play and healthy physical activity.
We help the children be in relationship with the world by exposing them to the entire realm of
nature—not only sand and water play, but also outside play on windy and rainy days. Much care is taken
to create an environment that is beautiful and rhythmic so the children can learn how to be creative
within their safe space. We have many natural, tactile toys that are open-ended to spur the imagination
on to create many uses for each object. By nurturing young children’s thirst for discovery, it establishes a
strong foundation for academic learning and a life-long interest in others and the world around them. The
day is full of free-play where the children engage in creative play, making use of the wide variety of
materials provided for them by their teachers. Children move fluently from individual to parallel to
cooperative, small and large group play. Keenly aware of their environment, the entire class might one
morning use the furniture to create vehicles like those outside the window. Another morning or afternoon
the children might dress themselves in scarves and create a pirate ship out of blankets. Older children
enjoy acting out the story or puppet play presented daily by the teachers. When this hour comes to an
end, everyone helps return all the materials to their places, cleaning and straightening as they work.
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Discipline Procedures
While many of these procedures are also applicable to the Acorn Class (6 weeks-23 months), they are
mostly designed for the Saplings and Oaks (2-5). The Acorns are met with a teacher that recognizes any
challenging behavior is the result of a need not being met and will then meet the need of the child.
Discipline is always for the betterment of the child and never the convenience of the adult. These
guidelines offer playful, loving and creative ways to hold appropriate boundaries with children so they
can flourish knowing they are loved and safe.
❖ Gesture
➢ Without calling/speaking, indicate with a kind gesture what you would like the child to do
(i.e. sit down, quiet, etc.)
❖ Royal “we”
➢ Speak in “we” rather than individualize the child. This helps to learn participation.
Example: “Now we are sitting down”, and “We are getting on our shoes”, and “We need
the door closed”.
❖ Privileged “may”
➢ When asking a child to do a task or deed, speak with truthfulness. Don’t phrase requests
as a question if you do not truly want to know yes or no.
Example: “You may close the door”.
❖ Pictorial language
➢ Children live in pictures. When the teacher makes a request with creative language
children often respond with delight and enjoyment.
Example: to encourage a child to help put books back on the shelf, the teacher might
say, “Uh-oh, the volcano has erupted, quick lets put back the molten lava before our
floor melts!”
❖ Even objective tone
➢ When our voice wavers and escalates to urgency, we lose ourselves (our consciousness)
and the child loses respect for us. This is when power struggles occur. Discipline is for
the benefit of the child and must be done with love and respect.
❖ Save “NO” for harmful situations
➢ Otherwise, tell the children what they can do rather than what they cannot. Describe
what you want to see the child doing.
Example: “Walking feet please”, “You may use a calm, talking voice”.
❖ Positive redirection
➢ What are the underlying needs of the child? Is there a more appropriate way for them to
get that need met?
Example: If the child is knocking another child’s block castle over, the teacher can create
a place where things can be knocked over, and broken down.
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❖ Create healing relative to the deed
➢ Have the child who hurt another help with the healing of the hurt child by: checking in
with them, apologizing and/or showing a gentle healing hand. Apologies must be honest
to help heal, therefore we do not force apologies. If the child is not ready to apologize,
the teacher may say “Well, I am very sorry that you got hit” to validate the pain the other
may be in.
❖ Objectify the deed
➢ Seeing the inherent good in each child, the teacher separates their behavior from who
they are. This prevents the child from seeing him/herself as “bad”.
Example: I see those hands are knocking into things, let’s give them something to
squeeze”.
❖ Use healing stories
➢ Oral stories will be told throughout the year that provide examples and models of how to
treat one another with kindness and gentleness. These moral lessons told through
stories sink deeply into the child’s consciousness, and provide a way for them to check
their behavior. (If you ever have a specific behavior you wish us to address in story,
please let us know. Our staff is very creative with applying real life situations into story.)
❖ Taking space
➢ If a child needs space from a situation they are more than welcome to find one of our
cozy corners to regroup.
➢ If a teacher sees that a child needs space they may say “Do you need some space right
now?” or “It looks like you need some space, can you walk there by yourself or do you
need help?” If the child needs extra help finding their equilibrium again a teacher may
stay with them to help them calm down, tell them they can get up when they feel ready
or set a sand timer for 2-3 min. The timer gives a nice calming, non-invasive visual.
➢ We do not use the vocabulary of “time-out” as this often takes the child’s autonomy
away. Taking space or a break can be vocabulary preschoolers can use when learning
how to identify their own emotional and bodily needs.
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Daily Rhythm
Our program strives to stimulate the children’s bodies, souls and love for creation with a nurturing,
homelike environment that engages all senses. We have a strong sense of community and are based on
walking through the same daily rhythm to help build security, trust and continuity in the children’s lives.
Outdoor Time
At Treehouse Outdoor Learning is a large part of our curriculum and essential for supporting the health of
the children; on a typical day the Saplings and Oaks are outside for a minimum of 4 hours. The Acorn
class goes outside for stroller rides, moments of fresh air and outside freeplay in short segments, as it
fits in with their individual and class rhythm. As the popular Scandinavian saying goes: “There is no bad
weather, only bad clothes.”
How to Dress in Layers for Cold Weather
When preparing to be outside for extended periods of time, think of the layering principle:
1. The Inner, thermal layer that keeps the body warm and dry from sweat.
a. This would mean thermal layers against the skin, such as wool, silk, or polyblend
undershirt, leggings, and socks. This would be worn daily inside and outside.
2. The middle layer that insulates the warmth under the outer layer.
a. When going outside, fleece coats, fleece pants, extra wool or fleece socks, and wool
hats would be worn.
3. The outer layer that keeps the weather (wind and rain) out and the warmth in.
a. Water-resistance in this layer is key. Waterproof boots, waterproof rain suits, or a set of
rain pants and rain jackets. WATERPROOF gloves are so important because the children
need their warm, dry hands to explore nature.
Three companies that support our nature based outdoor program with discounts: Oaki.com will give you
25% off by using the code school2021, POLARN O. PYRET of Sweden offers a 20% discount after
signing up for their savings program and Outdoor school shop gives 15% off by using TREE at the

checkout.
Circle Time (Music and Movement for Saplings and Oaks)
In the morning we all come together for a special experience of playful singing, moving and celebrating
the changing seasons. Music connects us on a unique level that quickly can lighten the mood and bring
much joy and excitement to our program. With songs and movements about birdies building their nests,
stepping over stepping stones, looking way up high in the apple trees and Little Jacky Frost pinching
your nose, the children get to learn songs and verses about each changing season. We are constantly
having parents coming to us asking what songs we have been singing so they can sing along with their
children at home!
Oral Story Time (Literacy for Saplings and Oaks)
Right before lunch we all gather around the table and the children sit quietly and listen to a story told, not
read, by their teacher. The beauty of the spoken word sparks their ability to form images and thoughts
about the words they hear. We use hand made figures for our stories out of silks, wool, wood and felt to
create a special environment for the characters to exist in. Each story is told for a minimum of one week
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so the children fully experience it and come to expect it as part of the rhythm of their day. We find the
children re-creating the story time scene during their free-play and re-telling their own variations of the
story. This time is a special part of our program that helps expand the children's vocabulary, verbal
retention and concentration.
Daily Rhythm for Saplings and Oaks Classroom
❖ 8:30–9:00am: Drop off and Free Play.
➢ Each day begins outside unless the weather is severe.
❖ 9:00–10:00am: Outdoor Classroom and Circle Time
❖ 10:15am: Morning Snack and Bathroom break
❖ 10:45–11:45am: Activity Hour.
➢ Each day is a weekly recurring activity of Painting, Bread Baking, Handwork, Vegetable
Chopping and Seasonal Art Projects.
❖ 12:00pm: Puppet Show / Oral Story
❖ 12:15pm: Lunch Time
❖ 12:45pm: Afternoon pick-up / Reading time and Bathroom break
❖ 1:00–3:15pm: Rest Time.
➢ Children wake up on their own time and play inside or outside as the others are waking.
❖ 3:15pm: Afternoon Snack
❖ 3:30pm: Pick up
❖ 3:45pm: Afternoon Activity.
➢ Theme based activity or yoga, music, art, etc. This Activity changes based on the
interests and needs of the children in the group.
❖ 4:30pm: Pick-up
Daily Rhythm for Acorn Classroom
The Rhythm for our infants and toddlers will evolve as the school year goes on and our little ones grow
up! The infants (11 months and under) eat and sleep on demand and based on the specific stage they
are in. The toddlers (12 months and older) will start to settle into a more consistent routine of only 1-2
naps a day and meals at set times. The teachers will work to meet each child's needs while working with
the whole class on finding a rhythm that includes outside play, eating, sleeping and indoor playtime.
We do occasionally offer early drop offs between 8-8:30am. All early drop offs must be approved by the
Office Manager to ensure The Treehouse maintains proper student:teacher ratios.
The cost for an early drop off for 2-5 classroom is $5 per day. The cost for an early drop off for the
infant classroom is $9 per day.

Birthday Celebrations at The Treehouse for Saplings and Oaks
At The Treehouse we encourage families to join us in celebrating the birth of your child. Birthdays are
important rituals to respect and acknowledge in a child’s life. To help them express that transition, we
include the following tradition in our school. The birthday child can bring their parents, or another loved
one to be a part of their special day. We typically have the celebration during morning circle time at 9am.
However, please let us know if another time would be more convenient for you!
For our Lead Teacher to prepare, we ask that prior to the celebration you email the Lead Teacher a
memorable experience for each year of your child's life through their current age, such as:
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●
●
●
●
●

At birth,
From birth to age 1
From 1-2
From 2-3
From 3-4

As your child's birthday is approaching, you will receive an email from the Lead Teacher to confirm the
date/time of your child's birthday celebration and a reminder to submit memorable experiences/stories.
During celebration time we all gather together for a special Birthday Circle told by our Lead Teacher.
Each birthday child will receive a hand-made gift from Treehouse. Later during snack time we will
celebrate with just the children by singing Happy Birthday and having a special birthday treat made by
The Treehouse.

What to Bring as You Start School
Saplings and Oaks
To be shared:
❖ 1 container of sunscreen during the Summer (unless you provide a specific kind and ask, we will
use whatever is available)
❖ 1 box of Kleenex on your first day
Please label all your children's belongings to help keep them from getting placed in the lost and found.
Please bring the following each day
❖ At least 2 sets of spare clothes for specific weather (socks, pants, shorts, shirts, sweaters...)
❖ If your child is potty training, you need at least 3-4 changes of underwear, pants and socks
❖ Rain Boots
❖ Raincoat and rain pants (everyday during the wet season, weather it's raining or not, the outdoor
classroom is still wet!)
❖ Coat (according to weather)
❖ Hat (according to weather)
❖ Closed toed shoes are required
❖ Waterproof shoes are highly encouraged during the warmer times of the year!
❖ Mittens (during winter) or waterproof gloves. Please make sure they can be washed.
❖ If you nap with us, Treehouse will provide a blanket, sheet and mat. If your child has a special
need for a specific blanket that will help them nap, you are welcome to bring a blanket with their
name labeled on it. You may also bring a pillow, and no more than one nap-time friend please.
❖ Emergency Kit (see page 19 for a detailed list of what to include in the kit)
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Acorns
Please bring the following each day
Our cubby area is on the smaller side and some hooks will be shared with children that have the opposite
schedule as you. Please bring home your diaper bag each day and make sure it's ready for the following
school day!
❖ 2 sleep sacks (blankets are allowed for children 12 months and older)
➢ These can stay at school and will be sent home once a week with your child's sheet to be
washed.
❖ Any attachment item they need for sleeping or during the day. Please limit to one smaller item.
❖ 3 full change of clothes
➢ In the cold, wet months please dress your little one in layers, with a wool underlayer so their
body temperature will remain regulated from outside to inside play.
❖ Hat (according to weather) We recommend the balaclava style for colder months.
❖ Burp cloths as needed (some babies need more than others - you know your baby!)
❖ Food for the whole day:
➢ 2 labeled bottles and breastmilk or formula
➢ Baby food (We have limited refrigerated space, so please bring refrigerated food daily but
dry foods can stay at school)

Community Involvement
Ways to support The Treehouse
If you shop at Amazon or Fred Meyer, your shopping can help our school thrive. Make The Treehouse the
beneficiary through AmazonSmile or Fred Meyer Rewards, and your shopping will support our sweet
non-profit school without costing you a dime!
Volunteer Hours
There is a community requirement of volunteering 2 hours per family at The Treehouse. If for any reason
volunteering 2 hours does not work for your family you can opt out and pay $20.00 per hour not
volunteered, up to $40.00 for the school year.
When you receive(d) your Enrollment Contract for the school year you have/had the opportunity to
choose to volunteer the 2 required hours or opt out of volunteering and pay the $40.00 Volunteer Fee up
front for the school year. If you choose to volunteer and do not fulfill the 2 hours then you will be billed at
the end of the school year for the $40.00 Volunteer Fee. If you chose to volunteer and only were able to
fulfill 1 out of the 2 required hours, then you will be billed $20.00 for the hour left unfulfilled.
Opportunities to fulfill your parent volunteer hours will be offered throughout the school year. There are a
wide variety of jobs that are available such as festival setup and takedown, special art prep, managing
scholastic book orders, helping with fundraising events, and even coming in to the classroom to assist**
with special projects and activities. Helping our school not only gives more time and resources for our
teachers to expand on projects, but also shows the children how to care for a community.
Parents will be in charge of keeping track of their own hours on the volunteer spreadsheet sent out to
you via google docs. Please sign in upon arrival and out upon finishing your much appreciated work!
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**You must be enrolled in the Central Background Registry and approved by the Lead Teacher, in
order to assist in the classroom. Opportunities in the classroom could include: art assistance with
special projects, assistance with nature walks, bringing in classroom enrichment activities and assisting
with theme based projects. If you are interested in being a classroom assistant, please email Sydney!

Policies and Procedures
Dress Code and Media Mindfulness at School
The Treehouse strives to be a model of quality and beauty in the educational process and to bring an
atmosphere of care and respect to everything that concerns the children at school. Physical warmth is
vital to the healthy development of children. Children need to be dressed in layers for ease of movement
and comfort. Their clothes should allow them to run, jump, raise arms above their heads, and bend over
to touch their toes with complete freedom of movement and without embarrassment to themselves or
others. To further these ideals we ask all parents and caregivers to direct their children to the appropriate
standards of dress and behavior.
In order to create a suitable environment for learning, we surround the children with living images rather
than movie or cartoon characters. We ask that children be sent to school in clothes that are free of
commercial logos and characters so that the child’s own being can shine, without the distractions and
commercial consciousness such logos and characters are so apt to bring into the classroom. This also
includes items such as: stuffed animals, blankets, water bottles and the like.
We ask that no outside toys come into The Treehouse. If a child needs a transitional item (this mostly
applies to the toddler students) they may bring in one item; preferably a stuffed animal or blanket.
Media Mindfulness at Home
The growing evidence of the harmful effects of media on the growing child should cause a caring parent
to think again about media use. It has been scientifically proven that media viewing shortens attention
span and dulls sensory sensitivity.
Many teachers have come together to proclaim that students in the classroom who do not have media
time at home are the students with the most capacity for imagination, they are the self-starters and the
children in the class with the most initiative. While we do not ask parents to ban the use of all screens at
home, we do ask for parents to have ‘media mindfulness’ and strive towards surrounding your child with
many wholesome influences outside the media that will work in the life of your child. Be aware that,
when your child is in front of a screen 1.) They are not moving. 2.) They are not creating their own mental
pictures. 3.) They are not engaged in lived experience. We know that children need to exercise all three
of these capabilities if they are to enjoy a healthy physical, emotional, and spiritual life, both in childhood
and later in adult life.
Throughout the years of our observation along with brain research, it has been proven that even the
“mildest” violent themed shows such as superheroes, video games with any fighting or with a “bad guy”
antagonist can cause harmful play in the classroom. If a teacher mentions that your child is bringing
violent themes or extra aggression to school, we ask that you have your child abstain from such themes
and alter their media intake. Children are unable to decipher between fact and fantasy at such a young
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age. So, not only does media affect how your child is experiencing the world, but it also affects what
children are bringing into our school and how they are treating other students.
We believe that technology should be a tool, not a crutch. Would you give your 2 year old a sharp knife?
Think about when your child is ready to handle the tool properly, without resulting in harmful effects!
Give a child a tool, too early on in life, and it will replace the very skill it was intended to supplement.
Storage and Handling Food
❖ Food prepared at Treehouse will be stored in clean, airtight, clearly-labeled containers.
❖ Opened refrigerated items will be labeled and dated to reflect the date opened and placed in the
refrigerator.
❖ Meals and snacks will only be prepared by staff members with a current food handler’s card.
❖ Food preparation surfaces will be sanitized before and after food is prepared.
❖ Meals and snacks will be served to the children by a teacher once they are seated at the table.
We also welcome any natural additions to our center pieces as this is a beautiful way to start your child’s
day at school! i.e. flowers, rocks, nuts, pinecones, etc. . .
Doors/Gates
Gates and doors are only for teachers and parents to open and close. Please help us keep this guideline
consistent.
Tuition Deposit
The Treehouse requires a tuition deposit to be made upon enrollment/re-enrollment in the amount equal
to your child's monthly tuition. Failure to pay this tuition deposit will forfeit your child’s enrollment. The
tuition deposit is held by The Treehouse throughout your child's entire enrollment. If your child re-enrolls
the following school year then The Treehouse will roll that deposit over and adjust it according to your
new monthly tuition amount: crediting your account if the amount decreases and billing your account if
the amount increases. If your child's schedule changes throughout the school year, your tuition deposit
will be adjusted at that time as well: either crediting or billing your account the difference so that the
amount The Treehouse is holding in tuition deposit for your child, always reflects the amount you are
paying in monthly tuition.
The tuition deposit is not applied to your child’s last month of enrollment, or your last tuition payment, in
normal circumstances (see Emergency Closure). When your child leaves The Treehouse your tuition
deposit will be returned to you as long as you have adhered to The Treehouse’s Withdrawal Policy (see
below). If you have adhered to the Withdrawal Policy then the tuition deposit will be returned to you after
your last tuition payment has been made and your child's last month of school has been completed. It
can take 2-3 weeks for the tuition deposit to be mailed out after your child’s last month of school has
been completed. If there is a balance on your account at the time your tuition deposit is being returned,
that amount will be deducted from your tuition deposit payment. If there is a credit on your account at
the time your tuition deposit is being returned, that amount will be added to the tuition deposit payment.
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Withdrawal, Reduction and Enrollment Policy
If you withdraw your child from the program or reduce your child’s enrollment days or pick up times, The
Treehouse requires notice to be submitted via email to the Office Manager 1 month prior to the date
tuition is due for the month of school affected by the enrollment change. Failure to give a proper
withdrawal notice will result in forfeit of your deposit. Failure to give a proper notice for reduction of time
or days enrolled will result in being billed your original amount for one more month. Please see your
Enrollment Contract for further details and examples regarding this policy.
Emergency Closure
If the school ends up closing during the school year due to an emergency closure, for any amount of
time, then Material Fees and Registration Fees will remain nonrefundable and no paid tuition will be
refunded. Families will be invoiced their regular tuition amount surrounding the closure. If a closure
occurs for more than 10 school days then families will be given a choice to pay tuition in full out of
pocket, or to apply a portion of their tuition deposit to the upcoming month(s) of tuition, through a
contract addendum that will be provided at that time. In the event of an extended closure, lasting more
than 1 month, a student's tuition deposit, up to the full amount, will be applied to cover the upcoming
tuition if a family is unable to pay out of pocket. If the school closure lasts into the second month, we will
no longer be invoicing families. If families are still able to pay and support our small business’ fixed costs
and attempt to keep staff on payroll, we will gladly accept tax deductible donations, which can be made
through our paypal account, or we can invoice families for a donation so no funds are lost through fees.
For families continuing with our program, or re-enrolling (depending on the timing of the closure) any
applied tuition deposits will need to be repaid. We will work with families to find a payment plan that is
sustainable for both them and the school.
If diapers and wipes have not already been purchased to cover our school closure dates, we will credit
your account for what you were billed for diapers and wipes, or we will waive the fees for the upcoming
month.
Families that are experiencing a financial hardship and are unable to pay other fees in addition to
applying their tuition deposit, will be given the opportunity to set up payment plans. We will also
potentially offer "financial hardship forgiveness" based on grants and donations the school receives.
Each closure will be handled specifically based on timing and duration, but The Treehouse will work its
hardest to not dismiss anyone from our program due to inability to pay during school closures, so
students have a school to attend once the closure is lifted and we reopen.
Please note: Monthly tuition provides 100% of our operating revenue and ensures our sustainability despite
school closures due to fixed expenses such as payroll and operating costs. As long as we are able, The
Treehouse will carry the staff’s payroll during an emergency closure. Our goal will also be to provide
distance learning to our families in order to support families now caring for their little ones at home full time.
Missed Days and Adding Days
Upon enrollment and signing of the Enrollment Contract you have reserved certain days of the week for
your child and therefore your child will only be able to attend those days. Missed days will not be
reimbursed in any way. If you would like to have your child attend a day that they are not scheduled for,
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please contact the Office Manager for approval. If there is space for your child to attend then your
request will be approved and your child placed on the schedule for that day.
The costs for adding a day are as follows:
For Sapling & Oak (2-5) Class:

4:30 pickup: $90.00

For Acorn (Infant) Class: 4:30 pickup: $121.00

| 3:30 pickup: $83.00 | 12:45 pickup: $72.00

| 3:30 pickup: $106.00 | 12:45 pickup: $81.00

Early Drop Off Request
1/2 hour may be added on to start at 8am with Office Manager approval. Typical drop off time is
8:30-9am. Any minute before 8:30 will result in the early drop off fee. The early drop off fee for Saplings
and Oaks is: $5.00; the Acorn Classroom is: $9.00.
Extending Your Child’s Pickup Time
You may request to extend your child’s pickup time on any given day of attendance through our latest
pickup time of 4:30pm. All such requests must be made to, and approved by, the Office Manager. This
request and corresponding fee can be added on an as-needed basis, or a consistent monthly one
depending on the need/frequency.
For Sapling and Oak Classroom:
Extending your pickup time from 12:45pm through 1:30pm is a cost of $10.00; any additional hour after
1:30pm is a cost of $10/hour through 4:30pm.
For Acorn Classroom:
Any additional hour is a cost of $17/hour through 4:30pm.
Extra Fees
If you pick up your child over 5 minutes late you will be billed $10 as tardiness greatly affects our
rhythm of the day and teacher:child ratio.
❖ If you are 6 or more minutes late for a 4:30 pickup you will be billed $10 for the 6 minutes plus an
additional $1 for every minute thereafter as this is our last pickup time and any late pickups
during this time prohibit our teachers from closing the school on schedule.
❖ There will be a $20 Maintenance Fee each time your contract is changed after your original.
❖ There will be a $2 fee any time you fail to sign your child in or out.
❖

Tuition Payments
Tuition Payments are due on the 12th of the month prior. For example: October’s tuition is due by
September 12th.
❖ Around the first of each month you will receive an invoice via email (please check your spam
folder as the invoice comes from Quickbooks Intuit and your email server may view it as spam).
❖ That email will include an attached invoice detailing the charges for payment due on the 12th
of that month.
❖ In the body of that email there will be a link that you can click on to pay your invoice online.
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➢ We prefer you always pay online as we do not have a receptionist and our Office
Manager works remotely. However, if you are having trouble utilizing the online
payment link or are unable to pay with a credit or debit card please let our Office
Manager know so that another arrangement can be made.
Immunizations
According to the state of Oregon, we need to have immunization records on file at enrollment. If
vaccines are not up-to-date you will need to include an official form from your pediatrician or a Vaccine
Education Certificate of Completion if your child is not fully immunized. The form and certification will
be sent to you if needed. Please contact the Office Manager for further information.
Every year The Treehouse is required to submit an Annual Immunization Report to the Multnomah
County Health Department. The first part of the report is submitted in January and then a final report
submitted in the spring. Once submitted, we then send out the updated information to parents via our
quarterly newsletter, post it on our website and on site as well.
Acorn Naps
Naps will be offered to children based on their current napping schedule, as communicated by
parents. See Acorn Guidelines provided to you upon enrollment for more information on Safe Sleep
practices.
Resting/Napping Practice for Saplings and Oaks
In support of a child’s natural rhythm, there will be a daily resting period. This rest period will range
from approximately forty-five minutes to two hours, depending on each child’s needs. Rest time may
begin as early as 12:40pm and end no later than 3:30pm. Beginning and end times will depend on the
age of the children, the events of the day, and the seasons. The school provides a mat and sheet for
each child. Children should bring a blanket and no more than one lovie.
If a child is not asleep after 45 min- 1 hr (depending on the child), he/she will be allowed to get up and
play quietly, or go outside. Napping is not required if the parent feels that it is not needed for their
child. Children who are sleeping will be allowed to wake up naturally, unless otherwise advised by the
parent. Children who are not awake by 3:00-3:30 (depending on child’s pick-up time) will be gently
awakened.
Hand Washing Procedures
We have a policy of “Keep your home germs at home and school germs at school”. This requires
students to wash their hands once arriving at school, before they begin play and before they go home.
Proper hand washing requires the use of soap, friction to create lather, and thorough rinsing. Children
and adults shall wash their hands after using the toilet. Staff will wash hands before and after helping a
child change their diaper. Hands will also be washed after wiping noses, assisting a child with toileting,
changing a child’s soiled clothes, and before and after snacks and meals.
Documentation
Any time a child is injured at school requiring first aid, an adhesive bandage or a good deal of TLC, and
an Accident Report Form is completed. A staff member will describe the injury, how it occurred and the
assistance given. The form will be placed in the child's folder near the check in/out counter at the end of
the day. The form requires the parents’ signatures. Once the form is completed, it is kept in your child's
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file and kept for 3 years. These forms are kept in the office and are available for the child’s parents to
view if ever there is a need.
If a child hurts another child they will also receive an accident form so the parents are aware of their
child's behavior. The child's name who caused the injury will not be revealed on the injured child's form.
These forms are also used to help teachers track recurring behavior with children. If we see a child
injuring other students in a recurring fashion we will speak with their parents. We will work with the
parents and child on their behavior, but may have to dismiss the child from school depending on the
severity and the child's response to the teachers’ guidance (see Dismissal Policy below).
Student Dismissal
If a child enrolls at The Treehouse and begins to exhibit unsafe behavior or needs that The Treehouse is
not staffed or trained to assist appropriately with, then The Treehouse will begin the conversation with
the family on what steps need to be taken in order to have the child continue their enrollment at The
Treehouse.
The Treehouse may suggest a Behavioral Modification Plan to support and track the child’s behavior and
work with the family to ensure consistent communication, structures, and boundaries are in place for the
child both at home and in school. If the child continues to exhibit unsafe behavior, or requires support
from The Treehouse teachers that The Treehouse is not able to provide, then a conversation will begin
with the family about potential dismissal or the family providing an appropriate aid/in-school therapist to
assist the child while at school. In this case, resources in regards to obtaining such assistance will be
provided to the family.
Obtaining an aid or in-school support may take a few months, so if the family wants to continue to have
their child enrolled in the program during this time, the family will need to understand that in order for
their child to do so while they wait to obtain the appropriate support, they may need to be “on call” to
pick the child up early as needed, keep the child at home if they are unable to attend at all without
support, or choose from another option that The Treehouse provides at that time.
If the family chooses to not continue at The Treehouse then they will need to adhere to the Withdrawal
Policy and provide adequate notice.
If at any point a student exhibits behavior the staff cannot support, The Treehouse reserves the right to
call parents for an early pick up and potentially dismissal from our program all together.
All contractual policies will remain in place in the event of dismissal.
Snow Day/Inclement Weather Closure Policy
Inclement weather conditions may require school closure, late opening, canceled events, or reduced
operations. Portland’s weather forecasts and road conditions are constantly monitored to ensure the
safety of students, faculty, and staff. The Treehouse will follow the City of Portland and Portland Public
Schools’ closures for Snow Days and Inclement Weather. These days are unforeseen and therefore will
not result in a credit to your account.
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Illness or Absence
If your child is ill or absent for any reason, please email the Office Manager and Lead Teacher.
❖ If your child has any contagious illness they are asked to be kept home until symptoms have
subsided for 24hrs.
❖ If your child has discolored mucus, a consistent cough or is too irritable or lethargic to engage in
school we ask that you keep your child home. If you wish to send your child to school with
discolored mucus or a consistent cough, you must also bring in a doctor’s note, stating they are
not contagious.
❖ Cough/SOB: If your child has a persistent cough with or without fever; serious sustained
coughing; shortness of breath, or difficulty breathing; or complaints that prevent them from
active participation in usual school activities; or if they are requiring more care than the school
staff can safely provide; then your child will need to be picked up.
❖ If they have had diarrhea, vomiting, fever (100.4 or higher) or skin rash, we ask that they be kept
home for 24hrs after the last symptom presented itself.
❖ If a teacher recognizes any symptoms of infections such as, but not limited to: Pink Eye,
Hand-Foot-and-Mouth disease, Rotavirus, Chickenpox, Strep Throat, undiagnosed rash,
Impetigo, Flu or Head Lice parents will be contacted immediately to come pick their child up. If
parents can not be contacted, we will move down your release authorization list.
As we are currently operating as Emergency Childcare we are following all COVID-19 Guidelines set by
the Early Learning Division. These guidelines usurp The Treehouse’s sickness policy during this time.
Please contact our Office Manager for the most recent guidelines, Treehouse’s Wellness Checklist and
the Early Learning Dvision’s Exclusion Summary.
Acute Illness or Injury
If a child or staff becomes acutely ill, he/she will be separated from the other children and allowed to
rest. Once settled in a separate area, vomit or other bodily fluids will be cleaned. The child’s parent(s) will
be contacted and asked to pick up the child as soon as possible. If the parent is not available, we will
then move down the contacts listed on the child’s Release Authorization Form.
If a child requires medical treatment, 911 will be called. If the injured or ill child requires transportation to
a medical facility, an effort will be made to contact the parent before the child leaves The Treehouse.
However, the health of the child is the primary concern. The child will be transferred to the nearest
hospital, which in the case of The Treehouse is the Providence facility located on 4805 NE Glisan St. The
phone number of this hospital is (503) 215-6000.
Parents will be notified of all injuries happening at school. They will be informed of any first aid
administered to their child. A written log of injuries, including the description of injury location, will be
maintained and kept in the office. (See “Documentation” policy.)
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Emergency Plan
In case of an emergency, the following procedures will be enacted:
Fire
Children will practice using a knotted rope to walk in a single file in case we ever have to evacuate the
property. The children’s emergency information will be brought along so parents can be contacted. If
possible, the cordless phone will be taken along. Eight times a year we will practice an emergency
evacuation plan. This will be designed to be fun for the children, to help prevent panic in the case of an
actual fire.
Earthquake
In the event of an earthquake, the children will be instructed to gather in the center of the classroom,
crouched on their hands and knees with their heads tucked under their hands. If the earthquake occurs
while the children are outdoors, everyone will remain outside. If there is severe damage to the facility,
parents will be contacted and asked to pick up their children. The parent-compiled emergency packs are
located in the outdoor storage shed in the silver bin, consisting of: emergency water packets, food bars,
emergency blankets, flashlights, emergency radio/phone charger, and basic first aid supplies. Packs will
include updated emergency contact information.
Earthquake Kits
Each Parent/guardian is required to bring in an earthquake kit for their child which is due on their first
day.
For each child, please bring to school the following items in a gallon size ziplock bag
Saplings and Oaks
1. 1-2 boxed juices or bottles of water
2. 4-6 non-perishable food items, such as: small pop top cans of spaghetti, stew, tuna, etc…; Fruit
rolls, fruit snacks, dried or freeze-dried fruit; Individual fruit cups or pudding cups; Small
individual boxes of cereal; Individual applesauce cups; Small package of trail mix; Small package
of beef or soy jerky; Small cheese or cracker pack; Individual squeeze packets (chicken, veggie,
etc...); Granola bars, cereal bars, or protein bars.
3. Fork/Spoon if needed
4. Small package of wet wipes, anti-bacterial wipes or gel.
5. Box of band-aids
6. Small package of kleenex or handkerchief
7. Small book, toy, game, or other activity.
8. A small lovie, family photo and/or note to comfort your child until you get there.
9. Identification Card with current picture of your child, child’s current height/weight, possible
allergies or required medications* and phone numbers where parents/caregivers can be reached.
Be sure to have these people on the “Authorized Release List” so they are approved to come
and get them. This info should be at the school already, but it’s best to have it handy in your
child’s pack. This can be laminated and attached to a lanyard for your child to wear during an
emergency** Make an extra one for the bag/backpack they take with them everyday.
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Acorns
1. Treehouse will gather bottles, breastmilk and formula for infants needing milk
2. Treehouse will gather diapers according to current sizes
3. If applicable please pack 4-6 non-perishable foods as listed in #2 above.
4. A small lovie, or toy
5. Identification card as listed in #9 above.
6. Anything else from the above list you wish to include.
Please do not include:
1. Fresh fruit or other perishables
2. Glass containers
3. Crackers/chips/cookies that can get broken and smashed.
4. Dehydrated food that requires water, or food that requires heat.
5. Cans that require a can opener.
6. Valuable items like cash, expensive gadgets/electronics, etc.
*If your child needs medication, you will need a form completed by your doctor. Bring the form and the
medication (in the prescription bottle) along with proper instructions to the office for dispensing in case of
emergency.
**Don’t have a laminator available? Take an index card and glue everything into place. Then take shiny,
clear packing tape and gently cover both sides of the card making sure all surfaces are covered. Punch a
hole and attach it to your lanyard or clip for infants.
Severe Weather
In the case of severe weather, such as lightning, snow storm, or poor air quality, the children will be kept
indoors until the storm has passed. If the storm occurs during outside play time, the children will be
instructed to calmly return back inside the school. Parents will be notified for early pick-up or school
cancellations if conditions reach unsafe levels.
Man-Caused Event
In the event of another person posing a threat to the safety of our staff and or students we will
immediately call 911. A threat may be responded to by locking down the school and students going in or
remaining inside. The type of emergency will determine where we go next. The staff member witnessing
the event first will communicate to the rest of the staff with our emergency whistles to gather children
behind a locked door, lock the windows and draw the curtains. Saplings and Oaks will go into the
bathroom and lock the door. Acorns will remain in their room with blinds drawn, lights off. All exit doors
in the school have intruder locking hardware.
Power Outages/No Re-entry to the Home
When a utility failure has occurred, the decision to close the school or delay its opening will be based on
the following factors: The amount of natural light in the center/home; The temperature in the school; The
ability and necessity of heating food and formula; The risk to the health and well-being of children and
staff. In the event that we cannot remain in the Schoolhouse, we will walk up the parking lot to the
church’s main building. There we will either gather in the main sanctuary, or go into the lovely "children's
wing", just up the stairs; where there are classrooms already set up. If weather permits and seems
applicable, our outdoor classroom is always a wonderful sanctuary while waiting for parents to pick up.
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Parent Resource Documents
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The Treehouse Daily Songs and Verses
To Signal Mealtime:
Fire fairies, fire fairies please bring us light
Inside us, around us, burning so bright
To Signal Mealtime is Over:
Goodbye fire fairies, goodbye friends
Hello smoke fairies, dancing in the wind
Snacktime Blessing:
For trees so tall
And sky so blue
For friends and food
We thank you
Lunchtime Blessing:
Earth who gives to us this food
Sun who makes it ripe and good
Sun above
And Earth below
Loving thanks for this we show
Storytime/Puppet Show Time:
Mother of the fairy tale,
Take me by your silver hand
Take me gently afloat,
Take me on your silver boat
(Unveiling)
Sail away silver boat,
On the water gently float
Through the magic world out there,
Without an oar, without a sail
Bread Making:
This is the way we knead the dough
Do it with rhythm and very slow
Push it down with the heel of your hand
Turn it over and do it again
Or:
Knead and knead the dough
Knead and knead the dough
Twist, turn, pat, pat, pat
Before Nap:
Goodnight dear children
It’s time to go to sleep
To rest your little body
And count away the sheep

Painting:
Painting fairies come to me
Dancing upon my paper please
Help to make my painting bright
Filled with warmth and gold sunlight
And:
Peter paintbrush dances on his toes
Never on his bottom and
Never on his nose
Handwashing:
Warm water, soapy water
It’s time to wash our hands
Warm water, soapy water
To wash our hands again
Twirly swirly spins the water
Bye bye down the drain
Warm water, soapy water
And now our hands are clean
Clean Up:
It’s almost time to clean our room
Not quite yet but it will be soon
Then:
I met a little dusty gnome
Who said it’s time to clean out home
Blocks in the basket
Dolls in their beds
Clean our home
Or:
A little mouse has come to say
It’s time to clean our room today
It’s no longer time to play
It’s time to put our toys
Transition to Activity:
Come dear _________(bakers, painters)
Follow me...
Transition for Circle:
We are gathering together
We are gathering to sing
We are gathering together
We will make a golden ring

Transitions
To better understand why transitions are sometimes challenging, we must look at them through the child’s eyes.
The better you understand them and the world they are living in, the better you will be capable of helping them
with grace through transitions. Because parents and teachers are there to guide children and not to be dictators,
these are very important (and sometimes hard) lessons for us ‘grown ups’ to learn.
A major reason trouble appears during a transition is simply because toddlers and preschoolers dislike change.
“Change is often difficult for young children to manage. Children find comfort and security in what is familiar.
Change can threaten their sense of security.” As children are mainly ‘present minded’ they simply have trouble
letting go of the security of the present activity. The other main reason children show resistance to change is their
strong need to assert their own wills. This is to develop autonomy – and is absolutely vital for their growth into
independent, healthy beings!
Ways to help ease transition times:
1) Plan ahead. If transitions are disorganized, you are more
likely to experience resistance.
2) Always give warnings. Abrupt transitions are hard for
anyone. Think how much you love being interpreted when
you are absorbed in something! Think of creative, engaging
ways to give a warning. Music, a bell, a funny noise, turning
off the lights, a special dance, a rhythmic clap can help.
3) Focus your attention on your child during the transition
itself. If you are already prepared, you can better assist, and
help them stay focused.
4) Be aware of your child’s temperament. Some children
like to move quickly from one thing to another. Others need
to move slowly; making sure everything is ‘wrapped’ up in
their current activity. Neither temperament is good or bad.
They just are. Remember to respect that!
5) Give directions once and allow time for your child to
respond. “Avoid rapid-fire repetition of direction. Rapid
repetition invites oppositional behavior” If you need to
repeat yourself, wait at least 10 seconds, and keep your
voice firm, but calm.
6) Give choices, such as “where”, “how” and “when”
Examples: Will you put your shoes on while sitting or
standing? In your room, or by the door? Right now, or in 1
minute? Before your jacket, or after your jacket?
Your child is your mirror! They copy your movement,
idioms, attitudes, intonation, speech and so much more.
(Think of all the phrases they have picked up from you
already!) A major way to assist your child in transitions is to
show them how it’s done. If you want them to respect and
listen to you, then you must first show them those honors.
Source: Transitions and Other Troublesome Times by Clairece Feagin

Ways to help teach good listening skills:
1) G
 et down to their level. Eye contact is powerful!
2) Speak in a kind, calm voice that shows respect.
They are your mirror… if you are stressed, whiny,
angry; there is a good chance you may see that in
return. Or they may respond with other coping skills by
becoming hostile, withdrawing or ‘spacing out’.
3) U
 se short, clear sentences.
4) Give directions closely to when they ought to be
followed through. Advance notice is good, but don’t
give too many directions at once an hr. beforehand.
5) Set a good example for children to model: listen
intently to them when they speak to you.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If you are stressed out or having a hard time
communicating/getting a response be honest with your
child, and work through it together. i.e “I am really
upset right now, can you please help me by putting
your shoes on”, “I can see that we’re both angry.
Okay, lets stop and take a couple deep breaths
together”, “I am confused right now, can you tell me
what your thinking/feeling/doing?”, “How can I help
you?”
The more emotional language you use the more
emotional language your child will pick up. If they can
learn to identify their feelings, they can more
accurately work through them.

“You say Goodbye, I say Hello” (Transitions continued)
Saying goodbye is hard for any person. So for kiddos at Treehouse saying goodbye to Mom and Dad in the
morning may be just as hard as saying goodbye to Treehouse at the end of the day.
This is a compliment to both parties. It shows the love, trust and sheer enjoyment they possess for home and
school.
As teachers and parents we can help ease these goodbyes with some creative ideas!

1) The Waving Window
On your way out the door pick a window (or make it a
surprise as to what one you’ll go to) to wave goodbye.
This gives your child something to look forward to after
saying the final ‘physical’ goodbye inside the house.
Make it sneaky, funny, sweet… whatever fits your
relationship!
2) The Kissing Hand (A wonderful book by
Audrey Penn)
Place kisses on lips/cheeks/hands showing a way you
will stay connected during the day. Touching the
lips/cheeks/hands during the day gives them a way to
feel your love.
3) Object Permanence
Around the time of 8 months your child developed the
capability of understanding even though an object is
hidden, it still exists. This milestone continues to
develop over the course of years in a myriad of ways.
i.e a two-year-old will still hide their face thinking they
are out of sight. To help support this concept give your
child something small they can have with them during
the day. A paper heart that you made with them, a
special painted rock or your picture, are some
examples. At school from time to time if someone is
missing Mommy we will show them their belly button.
“That’s how you and Mom used to be connected!”
4) Story Time
Pick one or two books to read at the cozy corner. Pick
a # of books and stick with it. This works well with
puzzles too. Just remember to think about how long
the book/puzzle will take.
Source: Transitions and Other Troublesome Times by Clairece Feagin

5) “Push” me out the door/ Shut the door behind
me
Kids love to have this authority and ownership of your
departure.

Pick one of these ideas (or one of your own!) and
be consistent. This will help your child know what
to expect and will alleviate them trying to keep you
longer.
Arriving at school before 8:45 is vital in a smooth
transition. If you are trying to say goodbye as we
are starting circle, it gets very clunky for everyone
involved.
If you say “two more hugs and then I am going”
follow through!
Your consistency will help give your child security
and let them know what to expect.
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Turn Your Word Into Gold
The Art of Enforceable Statements for the School
Ineffective Technique

Love and Logic Technique

Please sit down. I’m going to start now.

I’ll begin as soon as you are seated.

Please be quiet. It’s time to begin.

I’ll be glad to start as soon as you show me that you
are ready.

Open your books to page 54.

I’ll be working from page 54.

I’m not going to line you up until everyone is quiet.

I’ll be lining people up as soon as it is quiet.

Don’t sharpen your pencil while I’m talking.

I allow people to sharpen pencils when I am not
giving directions.

You can’t go to the restroom until I finish the
directions.

Feel free to go to the restroom when I’m not giving
directions.

Don’t be bothering your neighbors.

You are welcome to stay with us as long as you and
others are not being bothered.

Keep your hands to yourself.

Feel free to stay with us when you can keep your
hands to yourself.

Turn your assignment in on time or you’ll get
a lower grade.

I give full credit for papers turned in on time.

Don’t talk to me in that tone of voice!

I’ll listen as soon as your voice is as calm as mine.

You show some respect.

I’ll be glad to discuss this when respect is shown.

Don’t be late for class.

All of those who arrive on time go home on time.

Don’t try to turn in sloppy papers to me.

I’ll be glad to accept all papers that meet the neatness
standard for this room.

continued...

For more information call 800-338-4065 or visit www.loveandlogic.com. Love and Logic Institute, Inc. is located at 2207 Jackson Street, Golden, CO 80401
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Ineffective Technique

Love and Logic Technique

Keep your desks organized and neat.

All owners of neat desks are welcome to join us at recess.

I’m not loaning you any more paper.

I loan paper to those who have not borrowed before.

If you can’t remember your pencil, you’re just
going to have to do without.

Feel free to borrow from anyone but me.

You’re not going out without your coat.

You may go out as soon as you have your coat.

You’re not going to stay in this group and act like that.

You may stay with us if you can give up on that behavior.

Don’t you come back to this room until you can
show some respect!

Feel free to come back to the room as soon as you
are calm.

Quit breaking the rules of the game.

Those who can follow the rules are welcome to play
the game.

Stop arguing with me.

I’ll be glad to discuss this with you as soon as the
arguing stops.

If you can’t treat the paintbrushes right, you’ll just
have to sit out this project.

All of those who can handle the paintbrushes right
are welcome to join us in the project.

All of those who can handle the paintbrushes right
are welcome to join us in the project.

All of those who remember permission slips are
welcome to go on the field trip.

For more information call 800-338-4065 or visit www.loveandlogic.com. Love and Logic Institute, Inc. is located at 2207 Jackson Street, Golden, CO 80401
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Connecting from the Heart: How to Use Nonviolent Communication
With Our Children
April 9, 2015 Guest Post by Dave Soleil

On the journey of peaceful parenting, how we communicate and what we communicate with our children is
important. But in the middle of our many crazy parenting situations, how can we keep our knee-jerk emotions
from running away with our interactions? It can be a real challenge as a parent.
I have found Nonviolent Communication, or NVC, to be incredibly insightful and one of many great tools for
communication for parents. The author of NVC is Marshall Rosenberg, who originally did research with Carl
Rogers. The foreword to his book, Nonviolent Communication, is by Arun Gandhi, the grandson of Mahatma
Gandhi, who calls NVC a natural extension of his grandfather’s philosophy of nonviolence.
The basic idea is that when we feel frustration, anger, sadness or other similar feelings, that they are the
result of unmet needs. A common example for parents is when we don’t get enough sleep. During the day,
we have a “short fuse” and the everyday challenges of life seem significantly more difficult. The solution is
not to blame or shame our children, rather we need to get more sleep. Rest and sleep were unmet needs.
Unmet needs can also be emotional or what in NVC is called “trans-personal.” When your child seemingly
ignores every word you say, you feel anger bubbling up. Your child isn’t trying to make you angry. They are
fulfilling their own needs like humor, play or exploration. It is simply that your needs and their needs don’t
align for that moment. This is natural and happens all the time. So, how can we communicate in ways that
connect with the heart and lift each other up?
Rosenberg recommends four steps:
1. Needs
What matters to you in this situation? What need is not being met for you? “…because I have a need
for…” Safety? Peace? Connection? Autonomy and freedom? Your needs will be very different
depending on the situation. Your needs with your child will be very different than when you are out
with your friends. This is also an opportunity to hear and acknowledge your child’s feelings and needs.
2. Observations
We want to stay away from blaming, shaming or attacking others. So, we begin with non-judgmental
observations. “When I see you drawing a picture on the wall…” “I remember calling your name and
you didn’t answer.” “I heard” or “I saw,” are great starting phrases.
3. Feelings
What is your feeling? Again, this is about a non-judgmental feeling rather than a thought or
interpretation. “I feel frustrated” or “I feel afraid” or angry, sad, tense, or confused. There are dozens
of feelings you may have. Own them. It’s ok for your child to see you as a feeling person. You may
feel vulnerable. That’s ok too. Connecting with your child from the heart comes from love. Be
confident in knowing that you are putting love first in your relationship with your child.
4. Requests
Make a positive request that would enrich your life without demanding. “Would you be willing to…” or a
similar invitation is effective. “Stop it” is a demand rather than a positive request, even if you say it
nicely.

Connecting from the Heart: How to Use Nonviolent Communication
With Our Children
So, here’s an example pulling it all together. Your three-year old is balancing on the arm of a rocking chair.

Parent: “Sweetie, when you stand on the rocking chair, I feel afraid because I have a need for safety. You
matter to me and I don’t want you to get hurt. Would you be willing to balance outside or somewhere safer?”

Child: “But I want to play!”

Parent: “I hear that you have a need to play right now. What if I set up a balance beam outside for you?
Would you like to use that?”

Child: “Yeah!”

The four steps may feel a bit awkward. That’s ok. NVC helps interrupt that emotional “Get down!” or “Stop
that, you’ll break your neck!” NVC is a way of communicating that puts your relationship first. It can be
effective with any age person whether they are family or co-workers or just someone you bumped into at the
grocery store.

I think you’ll discover some beautiful moments with your children using NVC. They will recognize the efforts
you are making, even if they are awkward and imperfect. Your relationships will deepen with each interaction
and bring you closer together.

https://parentingbeyondpunishment.com/connecting-from-the-heart-how-to-use-nonviolent-communication-with-our-children/

The Treehouse
Potty Training

There's no magic age at which children are ready to start learning how to use the toilet, it ranges between
18 months and 3+ years. The key is to listen to your individual child for signs of readiness and to allow those
signs to tell you when they are ready and follow your child’s lead. If you are ready, but your child is not; have
patience. Potty training goes quicker and smoother when your child is prepared. Know that accidents will
happen and that’s normal! Your response to the accident will either hinder or help your child in the learning
process. Eliminating shaming, blaming or noticed frustration will truly help your child remain confident, calm
and excited about trying again. Children need to have three areas of readiness in place in order to
accomplish this new skill. They need to be 1) Physiologically ready 2
 ) Cognitively ready 3) Emotionally ready
Signs that your child may be ready include the following:

●
●
●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●

Your child stays dry at least 2 hours at a time during the day or is dry after naps.
Bowel movements become regular and predictable.
Your child can walk to and from the bathroom, help undress and wash their hands.
Your child can follow simple instructions.
They can communicate when they need to go.
Your child seems uncomfortable with soiled diapers and wants to be changed.
Hiding, having a specific spot for or announcing bodily functions.
Your child asks to use the toilet or potty chair.
They are not scared or anxious to use the toilet or to flush
Your child asks to wear "big-kid" underwear.

Major changes in the home may make toilet training more difficult. Sometimes it is a good idea to delay
toilet training if: (1) your family has just moved or will move in the near future, (2) you are expecting a baby
or you have recently had a new baby, or (3) there is a major illness, a recent death, or some other family
crisis. However, if your child is learning how to use the toilet without problems, there is no need to stop
because of these situations.

Treehouse Nursery Potty Training Policy

It is very important to use real vocabulary in regards to body parts (penis, vagina), and regarding toileting
(poop, pee, urine, toilet, restroom). Using real vocabulary will help your child become an independent
bathroom user, acknowledge their body parts and gain self assurance with this new endeavor! It is also
important to follow a consistent routine both at home and at school. Once your child has shown the majority
of the signs listed above we encourage families to start using underwear and fully get rid of diapers
(nap/nighttime diapers may be needed for a while longer). Going back and forth is confusing and hinders
their ability to feel when they are going.
Our team will be using the following methods to help your child learn to use the toilet:
★ Asking if the child has to go, more often than our normal bathroom breaks
★ Giving the child encouragement and praise (“Well done!” Highfives) never physical rewards (stickers,
candy...)
★ Bringing the child to the toilet during regularly scheduled bathroom breaks; before or after every meal.
★ Never shame, blame or show disapproval when your child has an accident or any action relating to
toileting.
★ Never put a child on the toilet unless the child is willing (and needing the physical help).
★ We do not use pull-ups. They do not help the learning process and often prolong it.

We ask parents to do the above and the following:
★ Have your child wear loose fitted clothing they can easily manage independently.
★ Please have at least 3 different pairs of extra clothing in their cubby each day.
★ Have your child start wearing underwear at home a minimum of two days before we initiate it at
Treehouse!
★ Continue the program at home; once you start potty training you are all done with diapers! Accidents will
happen for a while, and that is okay and very normal. Wearing underwear actually gives them the physical
awareness if they start to have an accident and is how they will learn to hold in their pee or bowel
movement.
https://brooklynmorninggarden.org/read/2019/3/21/mindful-potty-training

The Treehouse
Staff Policies

Code of conduct
When we walk into the classroom, our own personalities, ego, opinions, experiences and backgrounds are set
aside and we step into a role. We become the archetype of warmth and simplicity. Finite details about
intellectual, social, political and personal matters and experiences are not as important as “being” something
and someone the children need; someone safe, stable and loving.
Intellectual adult thoughts are not appropriate for the early childhood teacher to share with their students.
Because our job is to personify joy, warmth and simplicity; projecting or allowing our personal thoughts into the
classroom can interrupt the sacred realm children are still in, that we are called to honor and protect.
Ask the question “Is my answer feeding their own curiosity or filing them up with information?”
How can we answer children's complex questions?
With a question!" The early childhood Waldorf teacher often responds to a question with "I wonder?" or "What
do you think?" or "Can you tell me?". This puts the power back on them to inform us of THEIR thoughts,
feelings, experiences and where they are at intellectually.
If a child is being dogmatic about a subject of preference then we can respond with “everyone is allowed to
have their own ideas and thoughts.”
The classroom teacher has a different role than the parent. We will allow our student's parents to engage in
more complex and nuanced subjects when and as they are ready as a family.
Subjects that are too complex and nuanced and not a part of our curriculum consists of, but not limited to the
following. This also means, if these subjects come up in the classroom, they should be relayed to the Lead
Teacher, who will relay to the parents, so they can process at home.

●

Afterlife

●

Violence

●

Slaverly and Racism

●

Creation vs evolution

●

Killing

●

Politics

●

Diviorce

●

Sex

●

Diet preference

●

Gender identity & sexul

●

“Violent gun play”

●

Religious preference

orientation

●

Homelessness

On top of this, all employees are asked to use Non Violent communication with students, co-workers and
when applicable, with parents and community members. If you have not been trained on this, please seek your
Director for more information.
How we create an Anti-Racist classroom:
We believe that children in our care; toddlers and preschools are not psychologically ready to process the
above list of subjects. This does not mean that we, as adults are not always teaching through the way we
interact with the world and our students are not always watching, listing and learning. Often through what we
say and also about what we don’t speak about. If children do not have exposure to other races, whether that is
through their classmates, teachers or materials in the classrooms then they naturally start looking at other
races as “the other”. “At birth, babies look equally at faces of all races. At 3 months, babies look more at faces
that match the race of their caregivers.” Silence about race reinforces racism.
Salvery and Racism are on the above list, because the implications to those conversations are violent,
traumatic and expose hate. We believe it is our right to protect young children from these experiences as much
as possible. While this does expose our privilege, we believe using your privilege to protect a child from trauma
is the right way to use your privilege. What is not the right way to use your privilege is to avoid the topic of
race. We will talk about race. We will expose our children to different cultures through dance, music, story,
dolls and beyond.
We will be intentionally about creating an Anti-Racist classroom by:
● Hiring people of color when qualified applicants apply
○ Over the past decade, our small staff at The Treehouse has been blessed with a diverse staff
including African American, Asian American, Latina, and those who identify as LGBTQ and
men; which are very rare in Early Childhood classrooms. We will continue to hold a
non-discriminatory policy on who we hire at The Treehouse and who we accept into our
program.
● Having our dolls and figurines represent all people of color
● Having skin-tone crayons available for drawing and apart of our art education
● Having books that teach, amplify and expose diversity such as: All are welcome, Lovely, The Day You
Begin, Antiracist Baby, Little Leaders: Bold Women in Black History (ages 4 and up), The Water
Princess, Let's Talk About Race, The Colors of Us
○ Here is an amazing list to add to your own collection!
● Regarding equity: One of the primary reasons The Treehouse is seeking a new location is to lower our
overhead costs in order to provide scholarships to low income families. We believe this education
should be available for all, including a diverse socio-economic status. In society; if you don’t have
equity in education then you don’t have equity.
● Hosting a parent group: “A White Families' Guide to Talking About Racism”.

Here are some helpful articles:
● Talking With Children About Racism, Police Brutality and Protests
● 7 Things to Do When Your Kid Points Out Someone’s Differences
● How Kids Learn Prejudice
● Talking Race With Young Children (Podcast Episode)
● Anti-Racism For Kids 101: Starting To Talk About Race
● Raising Race-Conscious Children
● 4 Things We Should All Teach Kids About Racism Right Now
● 100 Race Conscious things you can say to your child to advance racial justice

The Treehouse: a Forest Garden School
COVID Community Guidelines

Realize that The Treehouse, all of our enrolled families and staff are now in your community. In order to respect all
involved we ask that you do the following.
1. Follow all Oregon State COVID-19 guidelines, re-opening procedures, travel advisories and freezes.
2. Follow all state COVID face mask guidelines
a. Wear face masks in public when social distancing can not be maintained.
3. Practice consistent hand washing and sanitizing.
4. Social distance yourself 6ft from others in public and from those that are not in your immediate “isolation
network”.
5. Keep your isolation network as small as possible.
6. Please avoid indoor gatherings and public spaces as much as possible when cases are on the rise.
7. When Multnomah and Clackamas County graduate into the next phase of reopening, you do so mindfully
and slowly. Our school will be following Clackamas Counties guidelines, as we reside in that county.
However, many families commute from Multnomah, so we ask that they follow their county guidelines as
well.
8. Adhere to Treehouse’s sickness policy revised for COVID-19.
9. Inform Treehouse right away if your child, family member, or someone in your “isolation network” came in
contact with someone diagnosed with COVID-19, so we can contact health care professionals to help
assess the situation.

